Table Centre Piece
Materials
A4 Card
Frames from CD
Backing Papers from CD
Sentiments
Mirror Card
Glitter
Gems
Embellishments
Equipment
Scoreboard
Bone folder
Glue or double sided tape
Quickie Glue Pen
Scissors
Paper trimmer
Instructions:
1. Cut a piece of card 21cm x 21cm, this will be your base.
2. Print off your backing papers, 4 frames and 4 sentiments from the cd. (Use the
snapshot tool to chose one frame if you wish and print it 4 times. See the “Help”
section for how to use the snapshot tool).
3. Cover the base with a piece of backing paper attaching using double sided tape.
(See fig 1)
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4. Cut four pieces of card 9cm x 18cm. Put a mark along the long edge of each piece at
9cm and score down to make four square cards. (See fig 2 and fig 3).
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5. Cover the front and inside back of each square card with paper, attaching with glue.
(Fig 4).
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6.

Open the cards and score across the inside front from the bottom left hand corner
near the fold line to the top right hand corner. (Fig 5). This will make four twisted
easel cards.
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7. Attach your first twisted easel card to the top left hand corner of your base facing
towards the left. Leave a small even gap at the edges. Attach the next one facing
towards the top. (See fig 6). The third facing towards the right and the fourth one
facing the bottom. Your easels should create a diamond. (See fig 7)
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8. Back your frames onto card to give support and then cut out. Add glitter highlights
to each frame using a quickie glue pen and ultra fine glitter. (See fig 8).
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9. Attach to each easel front using foam pads making sure you only attach them below
the score line. (See Fig 9)
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10. Add a sentiment backed onto mirror card to each easel to act as a stopper. Attach
using foam pads. (See fig 10).
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11. Add self adhesive pearls, flowers and embellishments to finish your centre piece.

